
   

 

 

How Different is Life of an IEEE Volunteer than Others 

 
The IEEE MVSR SB has organized a webinar on “How different is life of an IEEE volunteer than 

others” on 19th April, 2020 by Mr. Ganesh Reddy, REM Scholar and Representative of Young 

Professionals, IEEE Hyderabad Section. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Session Details: 

Date: 19th April, 2020 

Time: 5:00 pm- 6:30 pm 

Total no. of students attended: 93 

Guest Speaker: Mr. Ganesh Reddy 

     REM Scholar, YP Representative, Hyd | IEEE CS SYP IC 

The main aim of the lecture was to create awareness among students on how to reap the benefits of 

being an IEEE member. The session was started by Ramyasri Ramaraju, IEEE MVSR Chairperson, 

introducing Mr. Ganesh Reddy. 

  

  

Mr. Ganesh interacted with the students on the importance of having a clear idea of what one wants to 

become. He explained the way in which IEEE can help students to reach their goals by bringing them out 

of their comfort zone. 

He then provided inputs about various technical and volunteering aspects that IEEE provides to its 

members such as Spectrum- a magazine on advancing technologies, Resume Labs –a tool for building 

impressive resumes, IEEE TV -an app to access several technical videos, IEEE Collabratec -a platform 

to connect with professionals all over the world, IEEE App –providing a way to get support from 

professionals nearby and the REM scholarship awarded to members with exemplary volunteering skills. 

He also talked about the ieee.org mail address that can be used only by the IEEE members which makes 

them more professional.  



  

  

  

Mr. Ganesh said that the only thing IEEE expects from its members is to stay dedicated and always keep 

sharing ideas with the teammates. It’s the responsibility of an IEEE member to carry on the legacy after 

them. 

Mr. Ganesh explained that IEEE provides huge networking, which no other professional body does. He 

shared his experiences of how IEEE helped him in raising his standards and gaining recognition. 

  



  

  

Later in Q&A session Mr. Ganesh answered questions of students on how IEEE improves managerial 

skills and how the IEEE tech talks and webinars help to excel even in academics. 
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IEEE MVSR SB. 

  

  

 


